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 1 
Scope Note 
 
 
 Dr. Jesse Edward Moorland (1863-1940), YMCA executive, member of the 
Howard University Board of Trustees (1907-1940), and donor of his personal library to 
Howard University in 1914 Lo establish the Moorland Foundation, donated his personal 
papers in 1940. 
 The papers span 40 linear feet and reflect his affiliation with Howard University, 
the Young, Men's Christian Association and the Association for the Study of Negro Life 
and History.  A large group of Dr. Moorland's family papers, organizational materials and 
personal papers are also included. 
 Dr. Moorland's family papers, dated from the 1790s to the 1930s, span several 
generations and branches of his ancestry. The most important materials are notes, 
notebooks, and genealogical trees which assist in identifying particular family members 
and their relationship to Dr. Moorland.  The family papers also include biographical data, 
correspondence, legal documents, manuscripts, notebooks and receipts which highlight 
the life of a free Black family in Ohio. 
 The organizational materials reflect Dr. Moorland's tenure or interest in various 
civic, religious, professional and educational organizations.  Of special note is 
correspondence on the Association for the Study of Negro (Afro-American) Life and 
History between Dr. Moorland, Dr. Carter G. Woodson and other ASNLH board 
members. 
 Dr. Moorland's personal papers include large correspondence and speech series, 
autobiographical and biographical data, clippings, financial records, scrapbooks, 
photographs, testimonial records and materials which relate to his personal hobbies,           
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Scope Note continued 
especially book collecting.  Dr. Moorland's love for book collecting is evident in the 
booklists, correspondence with publishers and his notes on books purchased.  This 
material documents the development of his collection on Afro-Americans.  Due to the          
influence of Dr. Kelly Miller, who pursued a dream of establishing a national “Negro 
Americana Library and Museum” at Howard University, Dr. Moorland donated his 
personal library to Howard in 1914. This collection served as the nucleus of a 
comprehensive Negro Americana collection called the Moorland Foundation.  In 1973, 
the collection was reorganized as the Moorland-Spingarn Research Center.               
 Correspondence between Dr. Moorland, Dr. Kelly Miller, Emmett Scott, and 
other Howard University Board of Trustee members reveal the struggle of the national 
library development.  Related correspondence, reports and additional acquisition lists 
disclose the growth of the Moorland Foundation up to the 1930s. Dr. Moorland served as 
a member of the Howard University Board of Trustees for over 30 years. 
 Due to his long tenure on the Board, Dr. Moorland reviewed and received 
materials which affected all levels of Howard University activity.  Prominent 
correspondents throughout the Howard University material include: Albert Cassell, J. 
Stanley Durkee, William Leo Hansberry, Mordecai W. Johnson, Alain Locke, Kelly 
Miller, Booker T. Washington, and Charles Wesley. The voluminous Young Men's 
Christian Association files reflect Dr. Moorland's tenure with the YMCA (1898-1923).  
The materials span from the 1880s to the 1930s, a period of radical growth and 
development in the Association.   
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Scope Note continued 
Important YMCA materials include a large group on the Colored Men's Department, 
including, the development of colored associations in particular cities.   
 Other important Colored Men's Department (CMD) records include the William 
A. Hunton and the Max Yergan materials.  Of special note are a group of materials on the 
history of the Colored Men's Department, researched and written by Dr. Moorland in 
1919.  Information on the national building campaign orchestrated by Dr. Moorland is 
also reflected in the CMD records.  Various YMCA departmental records, reports, 
minutes, published and printed materials, financial records, correspondence, statistics, 
manuscripts, photographs, scrapbooks, notebooks and clipping are weaved throughout 
this series. 
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Biographical Sketch 
 
 
1863 September 10 Born in Coldwater, Ohio; son of William and Nancy Jane 
    Moorland. 
 
   Completed preliminary education at Northwestern Normal  
    University in Ada, Ohio.  After teaching a few years, he  
    entered Howard University. 
 
1886 July 23  Married Lucy Corbin Woodson. They had no children. 
 
1891   Graduated salutatorian from Howard University's Theological  
    Department. 
 
1891-1893  Worked as the General Secretary of the Washington, D.C. chapter  
    of the YMCA. 
 
1893-1896   Pastor of Howard Chanel in Nashville, Tennessee. 
 
1896-1898    Pastor of Mount Zion Congregational Church, Cleveland, Ohio. 
 
1891 November 1 Appointed Secretary of the International Committee of the YMCA;  
    worked closely with William A. Hunton, the first paid  
    “colored” Secretary of the YMCA. 
 
1906    Honorary Doctor of Divinity degree conferred by Howard  
    University. 
 
1907-1940  Served as member of the Howard University Board of Trustees. 
 
1914   Donated over 3,000 books on Afro-Americans to Howard 
    University.  Dr. Moorland's collection became the nucleus  
    for the Moorland Foundation, now known as the Moorland- 
    Spingarn Research Center. 
 
1916   Became the Senior Secretary of the Colored Men's Department of  
    the YMCA at the death of William A. Hunton. 
 
1923     Retired as an International Secretary after 25 years of service to the  
    YMCA, but continued to work in an advisory capacity. 
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Biographical Sketch continued  
       
 
1924  Honorary Doctor of Divinity degree conferred by Oberlin, College,  
   Oberlin, Ohio. 
 
1939  Mar. 20 Lucy Woodson Moorland died; buried in Washington, D.C. 
 
1940         Dr. Moorland donated his personal papers to the then Moorland 
   Foundation. 
 
1940 April 30 Dr. Moorland died; buried in Washington, D.C. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: The Jesse E. Moorland Papers, folders #123 and #124 
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Organizational History Select Dates 
YMCA - Colored Men's Department 
 
            1853        First YMCA for “colored” was organized in 
   Washington, D.C. First President was Anthony Bowen. 
 
            1869                 First “colored” college YMCA was organized at 
    Howard University 
 
            1888    William A. Hunton appointed Secretary of “colored” association at 
   Norfolk, VA.  He was the first salaried officer of any race for a  
   “colored” association. 
 
            1890       International Committee appointed Mr. Hunton as an International  
   Secretary for “colored” work.  Served as Secretary to both student  
   and city divisions in the Colored Men's Dept. 
 
           1891-1893   Jesse Moorland worked as the General Secretary of the   
   Washington, D.C. Chapter of YMCA.  Left: YMCA work to return 
   to ministry full time. 
 
           1898            Jesse Moorland left the ministry to accept YMCA appointment as  
   Secretary of International Committee. 
 
           1898-1914   Hunton and Moorland worked in a coordinated effort until the  
   work load dictated specialization: Hunton responsible for student  
   work; Moorland responsible for city work. 
 
           1914           Hunton became ill. Moorland takes charge of all YMCA “colored” 
   work as Senior Secretary.  A young Channing Tobias, a student  
   Secretary appointed in 1911, later assigned Hunton’s student work. 
 
           1916                  Hunton died. 
 
                 Secretary Max Yergan started YMCA work in India. See folder  
   #1230 
 
   After several months.  Yergan accompanied a detachment of  
   Indian troops to Dar-Es-Salaam, East Africa 
 
            1918     Yergan returned to U.S. after two years in East Africa. 
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Organizational History Select Dates 
YMCA - Colored Men's Department continued 
 
 
1920-1936    Yergan, his wife and young child went to South Africa.  Yergan  
   was responsible for starting over 36 associations. 
 
1921-1923   Dr. Moorland and Channing Tobias work together for several  
   years. 
 
1923       Dr. Moorland retired and Channing, Tobias became Senior   
   Secretary for all “colored” work.  Dr. Moorland continued to work  
   with the YMCA  in advisory capacity. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: The Jesse E. Moorland Papers, YMCA series. 
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Series Description 
 
 
Series A  Family Papers 
Box 126-1          This group of materials is arranged in sub- series which include:  
to  Box 126-6  genealogical charts,  biographical/obituary data, artifacts,   
   clippings, correspondence, insurance policies, manuscripts,  
   notebooks, notes, prints and photographs, legal documents, school  
   records and receipts.  The materials span several generations of the 
   Bass, Bush, Keith, Moore and Moorland families, from 1790s to  
   1930s.The focus of the material is daily activities of a free Black  
   family living in Ohio.  The most important information is in the  
   genealogical charts and notes listed in folders #1 to #3.  Also, see  
   Oversized Items #126-74 for another genealogical chart. 
 
 
Series B  Personal Papers 
Box 126-7              This series contains material on Dr. Moorland's personal activities.            
to Box 126-15    Included are sub-series arranged in the following order:   
   autobiographical and biographical sketches, hobbies, clippings,  
   financial records, personal books, printed material, scrapbooks,  
   retirement testimonial material and woodblocks.  Of special note  
   are materials relating to Dr. Moorland's hobbies, especially his  
   love for book collecting.  Obituary material on Mrs. Lucy   
   Moorland is also included. 
 
 
Series C   General Correspondence 
Box 126-16             The correspondence in this series is arranged in alphabetical order.           
to Box 126-23    The subject areas cover the spectrum of Dr. Moorland's   
   professional, religious and social activities.   The time span of the  
   material is from the late 1890s to the 1930s.  Prominent   
   correspondents include: John Gandy, James Weldon Johnson,  
   Eugene (Jean) Toomer, George Foster Peabody, W.E.B. Du Bois,  
   and Booker T. Washington. 
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Series Description continued 
 
 
Series D             Speeches 
Box 126-23             This series includes speeches, sermons, eulogies, manuscripts,  
to  Box 126-29 published articles and a sub-series of personal notes,   
   historiography notes, poetry, and prayers by Dr. Moorland.   
   Arrangement is alphabetical by title.  Dates are given if known.   
   Lots of the speeches are in outline form and some have notes on  
   the place and times of delivery. Some speeches have clippings  
   and/or programs included.  The subject areas include religious  
   topics, the YMCA, the Negro in the military, and the Negro in  
   various community related issues.  
 
Box 126-29  Writings by Others includes articles, manuscripts and speeches by  
   persons other than Dr. Moorland. Arrangement is alphabetical by  
   author. 
 
Series E            Organizations 
Box 126-29      Arrangement in this series is alphabetical by organization name.   
   The materials of over 25 organizations include: correspondence,  
   printed material, minutes and reports.  One highlight is information 
   on the honorary degree conferred on Dr. Moorland by Oberlin  
   College in 1924.  Two important organizations are highlighted  
   below. 
 
Box 126-29  The Association for the Study of Negro Life and History material  
   is  correspondence (1915-1926) between Dr. Moorland, Dr. Carter  
   G. Woodson and other ASNLH board members. Dr. Moorland  
   served as treasurer in the early years of the ASNLH.  Most of the  
   correspondence focuses o the financial and other  
   administrative struggles of the ASNLH.  See oversized item #126- 
   75. 
 
Box 126-30    Nazarene Congregation Church, located in Brooklyn, N.Y., was  
   Dr. Moorland's home church. Dr. Moorland served in various  
   capacities and the material reflects his duties.  Other activities of  
   the church are also documented. Materials date from the 1920s to  
   1930s.  
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Series Description continued 
 
 
Series F  Howard University 
Box 126-32             This series contains correspondence, clippings, printed material,             
to Box 126-34     reports and minutes. The first group of correspondence is arranged  
   in alphabetical order with important dates and subject matter listed.  
   A small group of correspondence is arranged in chronological  
   order (1931-1939).  Prominent Howard University names are  
   weaved throughout both groups. 
 
 
   Howard University Activities 
Box 126-34  Activities of Howard University are reflected in the    
   correspondence, clippings, reports, minutes, printed material and  
   press releases. Arrangement is in chronological order.  Important  
   names, dates and subject matter have been highlighted on each  
   folder label for better subject access. 
 
 
Series G            YMCA 
Box 126-38    The YMCA series is the largest series in this collection. The           
to Box 126-73          arrangement of each sub-series was maintained to highlight  
   organizational structure.  Most of the material dates from the 1880s 
   to the 1930s. 
 
 
   General 
Box 126-38   This sub-series consists of clippings, correspondence and printed  
to Box 126-39   material arranged in alphabetical order by form. 
 
 
   Colored Men's Department (CMD) 
Box 126-40    The Colored Men's Department (CMD) was responsible for all    
to Box 126-65  aspects of “colored.” YMCA activity.  Records include clippings,  
   financial records, notebooks, statistics, printed material and  
   scrapbooks.  Important sub-series include the following: 
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Series Description continued 
 
 
Series G   CMD - Cities and Locations 
Box 126-40  Spanning 17 boxes, this group of materials deals with the   
to Box 126-57  development of “colored” associations in urban areas.    
   Arrangement is alphabetical by name of city.  The national YMCA 
   building campaign is the focus of the majority of this material.   
   This sub-series may include by-laws, clippings, constitutions,         
   correspondence, deeds, financial records, photographs, printed and  
   published material, scrapbooks and speeches. 
 
 
    CMD - General 
Box 126-58    This material focuses on the printed material generated for the  
   CMD's annual conference (1870-1909).  General information on  
   the national building campaign is also included. 
 
 
                                         CMD - History 
Box 126-59  Dr. Moorland wrote an article on the history of the Colored Men's  
   Department in 1919.here are several drafts, related    
   correspondence, research notes and historical inquiries to verify  
   facts and dates.  The two manuscripts on the YMCA offer   
   historical data on various if “colored” associations. 
 
 
                                         CMD - Reports 
Box 126-60  These reports, generated by various YMCA secretaries, cover all  
   aspects of the Colored Men's Department work.  Included are city  
   and student divisional reports, individual secretary reports, and  
   monthly departmental reports. All reports are arranged in  
   chronological order and span 1912-1938. 
 
 
                                         CMD - Secretary Material 
Box 126-60             The Secretary material include materials from a 1900 conference,  
to Box 126-62     reports, notebooks, minutes and printed material.  The Secretarial 
   Letters (1906-1937) evolved from basic reports to a newsletter  
   format. Valuable data is weaved throughout the letters. 
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Series Description continued 
 
 
    CMD - William A. Hunton 
Box 126-62   This group of material includes biographical and obituary material    
to 126-63              on Hunton. A large group of correspondence (1892-1916) reveals a 
   brotherlike closeness between Hunton and Dr. Moorland.  The  
   correspondence reveals the early struggles of these two men to  
   make the YMCA a viable institution in the “colored” community.   
   Correspondence with Mrs. Addie Hunton is also included. 
 
              
     CMD - Foreign Work 
Box 126-64   The YMCA was active in many foreign countries. 
to Box 126-65            Arrangement is alphabetical by form or country. Correspondence  
   is to Dr. Moorland on various aspects of the YMCA Foreign Work. 
 
    CMD - Foreign Work - Max Yergan 
                                   Max Yergan was the “colored” YMCA representative in India,  
   East Africa and South Africa.  The Yergan correspondence with  
   Dr. Moorland is quite revealing in the problems and anxieties  
   experienced by Yergan and his family while abroad.  The "other  
   correspondent" material is correspondence by Max Yergan to  
   others or correspondence by others on Max Yergan.  Other related  
   material, clippings, financial records, photographs and printed  
   material, focuses on Max Yergan's work. South Africa.  Of special  
    note is a manuscript by Mrs. Max Yergan, “Africa Our Challenge,” 
   later published in Crisis vol.37 June 1930, p.193-195. 
 
                                  The International Committee 
Box 126-66    The highest decision making body of the YMCA up to 1924 was  
to Box 126-67  the International Committee. This sub-series includes a group of  
   published proceedings of the International Conventions from 1887  
   to 1925. Each convention proceeding contains important historical  
   statistics items which affected the “colored” associations. 
 
    The National Council 
Box 126-67  The National Council, made up of delegates from the U.S. and  
   Canada, evolved to become the decision making body of the  
   YMCA. in North America.  The first meeting of the National  
   Council occurred in 1924.  The materials include broadsides,  
   correspondence, financial reports, minutes, constitutions, printed  
   and published materials. The time span of the materials is from  
   1924 to 1939. 
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Series Description continued 
 
 
    Printed Material 
Box 126-69               Pamphlets, printed and published materials include programs,      
to Box  126-80            pamphlets, magazines and books published by various YMCA  
   departments. The published books focus on the YMCA history  
   being inclusive of both white and “colored” events. 
 
 
     United War Work 
 Box 126-71    The United War Work Campaign was a national 
 to Box 126-73 YMCA. program to assist in World War I.  This group of materials 
   documents various projects. The correspondence of the War  
   Campaign is arranged geographically by region.  Of special note  
   are clippings which highlight the YMCA war effort and the Negro  
   Soldier.  Also see the oversized photographs. 
 
 
Series H               Oversized Items 
Items 126-74              Includes a large genealogical chart of Dr. Moorland's family; a life 
to 126-79A   membership certificate in the Association for the Study of Negro  
   Life and History, dated 1937; several YMCA items; and   
   newspapers for Teachers and Students Christian Association.  
 
Series I               Photographs and Negatives 
Box 126-80           This series contains a large amount of identified and unidentified             
to Box 126-84  photographs and negatives.  Subject areas include individual and  
   group poses of Dr. Moorland, Mrs. Lucy Moorland.  Various  
   scenes of Howard University and of YMCA buildings and   
   activities are also included.  See family papers series, organizations 
   series and cities and locations sub-series for other photographs.   
   Also included is a YMCA photo album. 
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Container List 
 
 
 
                                  A Family Papers 
 
           Box                    Folder 
          126-1                1     Genealogical Chart 
                                    2     Genealogical Chart 
                                    3     Notes - names and dates 
                                    4     Agenda, N.D. 
                                    5     Artifact - Hair 
                                    6     Artifact - Needlepoint 
                                    7     Artifact - Wallets 
 
 
                                     Biography 
 
                                    8     Bass, Serlenia 
                                    9     Bush Family 
                                   10     Collins, Ira 
                                   11     Moore, Edward W. 
                                   12     Moore, Western Harvey 
                                   13     Moorland, Edward 
                                   14     Clippings, N.D. 
 
 
                                     Correspondence 
 
                                   15     Bass Family 
                                   16     Bush Family 
                                   17     Bush, Nicy - 1865-1899 
                                   18     Bush, Nicy - 1900 
                                   19     Moore, Nicy Bush - 1900-1910 
                                   20    Okey, Nicy Bush Moore to Okey, Jackson 1905-1918 
                                   21     Moore, Nicy Bush 1911 to 1929 
 
       126-2                 22     Moore, Nicy Bush, N.D. 
                                   23     Collins, Lucy 
                                   24     Keith Familv 
                                   25     Moore, Edward H. 
                                   26     Moore, Edward W. 
                                   27     Moore, Jason B. 
                                   28     Moore, Lizzy 
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Container List 
 
 
 
                                   A Family Papers continued 
 
   Correspondence 
 
            Box                    Folder 
            126-2               29    Moore, Western Harvey 
                                     30    Moore, William D. 
                                     31    Moore, William R. 
                                     32    Moorland, Jesse and Lucy 
                                     33    Moorland, Willie M. 
                                     34    Incomplete Letters 
                                     35    Historical Inquiries 
 
            126-3               36    Insurance Policies - 1864 
                                     37    Insurance Policies - 1870's and 1890's 
                                     38    Insurance Policies - 1900 to 1928 
                                     39    Journal - Religious 
 
                                           Legal Papers 
 
                                     40    1792 - correspondence 
                                     41    1807 - free papers 
                                     42    1819 
                                     43    1820 
                                     44    1827, Will of Moore, John 
                                     45    1828 
                                     46    1829 
                                     47    1832 
                                     48    1837 
                                     49    1839 
 
            126-4               50    1841 
                                     51    1845 
                                     52    1848 
                                     53    1850 
                                     54    1851 
                                     55    1853 
                                     56    1854 
                                     57    1855 
                                     58    1856 
                                     59    1858 
                                     60    1859 
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Container List 
 
 
 
                                   A Family Papers continued 
 
                                         Legal Papers 
 
            Box                    Folder 
            126-4       61    1860 
   62    1864 
   63    1865 
   64    1866 
   65    1867 
   66    1869 
   67    1871 
   68    1879 to 1880 
   69    1884 
   70    1884-1899 - Civil War Pension Claim Case 
   71    1885 
   72    1886 
   73    1890-1901 Ditch Notice 
   74    1892 
   75    1893 
   76    1899 
   77    1904 
   78    1905 
   79    1907 
   80    1909-1912 Bush Estate 
   81    1910 
   82    1912 
   83    1912 Estate of Sarah Early 
   84    1917 
   85    1925 
   86    1927, Will-Moore, William R. 
   87    1928 
 
 
    Manuscripts 
                  126-5   88        Bush, George 
   89        Moore, Lizzy 
   90        Moore, Nancy Jane 
   91        Moore, William D. 
   92        Moore, William H. 
   93        Moorland, Elizabeth Sandy 
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Container List 
 
                                   A Family Papers continued 
 
                                        Legal papers continued  
 
            Box                    Folder 
    Manuscripts 
 126-5   94        Okey, Nicy Bush 
   95        Whitacer, G.G. 
   96        1863 
   97        N.D. 
   98        Minutes 
 
 
    Notebooks 
   99        Financial 
   100         Financial 
   101         Financial 
 
             Legal Papers 
   102    Religious 
                                     103    Notes - Medical 
                                     104    Notes - Painting 
                                     105    Notes - Travel Plans 
 
                                            Prints and Photographs 
 
                                     106    Photographs 
                                     107    Prints - Civil War Engravings 
                                     108    Pinted Material     1863 to 1918     aid. 
 
                                            School 
                                     109    Accounts - 1846      1887 
                                     110    Certificate 
                                     111    Renort Cards 
 
                                            Receipts 
              126-6              112    1830-1838 
                                     113    L840-1849 
                                     114    1850-1869 
                                     115    1860-1869 
                                     116    1870-1879 
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Container List 
 
                                   A Family Papers continued 
 
                                        Legal papers continued  
 
            Box                    Folder 
    Receipts 
         126-6                   117    1880-1889 
                                     118    1890-1899 
                                     119    1900-1910 
                                     120    1911-1919 
                                     121    1920-1927 
                                     122    No date 
 
 
                                     B -Personal Papers 
              126-7             123    Autobiographical Information 
                                     124    Biographical Information 
                                     125    Letters of Resignation 
                                     126    Obituary - clippings 
                                     127    Clippings on J.E. Moorland 
                                     128    Obituary - 'Mrs. Lucy Moorland  1939 
    129    Obituary - Mrs. Lucy Moorland -  Scrapbook - 1939 
 
                                         Hobbies 
                                  130    Ye Old Book Club Oualifications 
                                  131    Book List, Personal Library 1889 
                                  132    Book Lists, Correspondence, Notes 
                                  133    Legal Training Course 
                                  134    Real Estate 
 
                                         Clippings 
           126-8             135    Clippings by Moorland 
                                  136    Negro Congress on Tuberculosis 
                                  137    Woodson, Carter G. 
                                  138    1913-1926 
                                  139    1922 
                                  140    1923 
                                  141    1924-1931 
                                  142    1933-1938 
                                  143    1939 
                                  144    Undated 
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Container List 
 
                                  B. Personal Papers continued 
 
            Box                    Folder 
         126-8                          Financial  Records 
                                  145    1886-1891  - Receipts 
                                  146    1897-1906  - Financial & Legal Deeds 
                                  147    1896-1905  - General Accounts 
 
           126-9             148    1908-1919  - Receipts 
                                  149    1918-1919  - Accounts 
                                  150    1919 - Cancelled Checks 
                                  151    1920 - Bank Statements 
                                  152    1920 - Receipts 
                                  153    1921 - Receii)ts 
                                  154    1921-1923 - Electric Bills 
                                  155    1922 - Receipts 
                                  156    1922 - Northwestern Insurance Co. 
                                  157    1922-1923 - Check Book Records 
                                  158    1922-1923 - Cancelled Checks 
 
           126-10           159    1923, 1931     Receipts 
 
                                             Printed Material 
             160     1872 - Eneas Africanus 
                                   161     1876-18 3 - Baptist Association Minutes Covers 
                                     162     1887, 1892 - Signs of the Times 
                                     163     National Country Club 
                                     164     1881, 1891 
                                     165     1900-1919 
                                     166     1.920-1923 
                                     167     1924 
                                     168     1925 
                                     169     1926-1929 
                                     170     1930-1932 
                                     171     1933-1939 
 
             126-11            172     No date 
                                     173     No date 
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Container List 
 
                                  B. Personal Papers continued 
 
            Box                    Folder 
         126-11                         Scrapbooks 
 
                                     174     Post Card Scrapbook - N.D. 
 
 
                                             Wrapped Items 
 
             126-12             175     My First Scrapbook - 1884 
                                     176     32 Sermons 1890-1893 
                                     177     Notes & Records of Sermon. Funerals 
                                               Weddings & Prayer Meet. 1892-1898 
                                     178     Notes - Sermons - 1895 
                                     179     Pastor's Pulpit Register 1897-1898 
 
 
                                             Personal Books 
 
             126-13            180     Addresses 
                                     181     Bible 
                                     182     Diary    1930 
                                     183     Diary    1938 
                                     184     Freemason's Monitor - 1816 - Fragile 
                                     185     Notebooks 
 
                                          Testimonials 
 
            126-14         186     Scrapbook – 25th yr, Testimonial - 11/1917 
                                  187     Scrapbook 25th yr. Testimonial - 12/1917 
                                  188     Scrapbook - Retirement - 10/1923 
                                  189     Retirement - Clippings - 1923 
                                  190     Retirement - Speeches, Printed Matters, 1923 
                                  191     Scrapbook – 50th yr. Testimonial - 11/1936 
 
 
                                          Woodblocks 
            126-15         192     of J.E. Moorland - various Sizes 6 items - wrapped box 
                                 193     Woodblocks - various sizes 8 items - wrapped box 
                                                T. Howard; Grace Coleman; (4) unidentified women 
                                                1919 Service Flag of H.U. Academy; Ester P. Shaw 
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Container List 
 
                                  C General Correspondence   
 
            Box                    Folder 
 126-16          194     Adams to Anderson 
                                  195     Apgar to Ayres 
                                  196     Bagnall to Baker 
                                  197     Ball to Bell 
                                  198     Bemus to Blount 
                                  199     Blue, Thomas F. 1899-1907 
                                  200     Bond, James 1896-1906 
                                  201     Bond, L.M. to Bowen 
                                  202     Bowling to Boykins, 
                                  203     Brawley - Brown Sterling N. 
                                  204     Brown, W.D. to Brumfield 
                                  205     Budges to Bull 
                                  206     Bullock, C.H. - 1899-1927 
                                  207     Bunche, Ralph J. 
                                  208     Burrell, S.C. 1899-1902 
                                  209     Burroughs to Buttrick 
 
      126-17           210        Cabaniss to Cadman 
   211        Cain to Cartlich 
   212        Cassels to Chestnutt, Charles 
   213        Chiles  to Coles 
   214         Collins to Coxhead 
   215         Craver to Cuzzens 
   216         Dale to Davidson, Shelby 
   217         Davis, Bell Co Davis, Wm. 
   218         DeBerrv Lo Doer 
   219         Dogan, Charles    1899-1924 
   220         Doggett, L.L. to Drew 
   2 21        Du Bois , W. E. B. to Dugas , H. C. 
   222         Dumas to Dupont 
   223         Dutton, E.H. 
   224         Eagleston to Evangel The 
   225         Evans 
 
            126-18   226         Fagg to Fauset, Jessie 
   227         Feaster to Ferrabee 
   228         Fess to Flexner 
   229         Flourney to Furnis 
   230         Gandy, John 1901 to 1926 
   231         Garner to Givens 
   232         Glover, John 1899-1933 
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                                  C General Correspondence continued 
 
            Box                    Folder 
 126-18         233    Goens to Goins, Edwards 
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                                  810    Kings Mc. Student Conference - Announcements 
                                  811    Kings Mt. Student Conference - Programs 
                                  812    Stational Laymen Conference 
                                  813    Parks Men's Student Conference - 1924 
                                  814    Rocky Mt. Student Conference 
                                  815    Ist Southern Regional Conference - 1.921 
                                  816    Southwestern Student Conference - 1925 
                                  817    Conference of State Secretaries - 1939 
                                  818    State Student Officers Training Conference 1922-1923 
                                  819    Student Conference - 1921 
                                  820    Student Officers Conference 
                                  821    Student Volunteers Convention 
                                  822    Toronto Conference - 1910 
                                  823    World Conference - 1926 
                                  824    World Court Conference - 1925 
 
 
                                         Correspondence 
                                  825    A to S 
                                  826    Tobias, Channing 1914-1923 
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 Correspondence 
                                                                         
            Box                    Folder 
 126-39             827    Tobias, Channing 1924-1926 
                                      828    Tobias, Channing 1928-1929 
                                      829    Tobias, Channing 1930-1938 
                                      830    re: Tobias, Channing for Harmon Award  1928 
   
 
                                             Colored Men's Dept. - Cities & Locations 
 
                                             Arundel on the Bay, Maryland 
 
              126-40            831    Photographs 
 
 
                                             Asbury Park, New Jersey 
 
                                      832    State Report 1931 
 
 
                                             Atlanta, Georgia 
 
                                      833    Clipping re: ministerial Alliance 1926 
                                      834    By-Laws 
                                      835    Financial Pledges - 1911 
                                      836    Photographs 
                                      837    Printed Material 
                                      838    Scrapbook - Building Campaign 1911 #1 
                                      839    Scrapbook - Building Campaign 1911 #12 
 
 
                                             Atlantic City, New Jersey 
 
                                      840    Photograph and Printed Material 
                                                      
                                      841    Scrapbook - Building Campaign 1911 #1 
                                      842    Scrapbook - Building Campaign 1911 #2 
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   Colored Men's Dept. - Cities & Locations 
 
                                                                         
            Box                    Folder 
                        Baltimore, Maryland* 
               126-41           843    Baltimore Monthly Bulletin 1895 & 1896 
                                                              
                                      844    Building Fund Statemei-i-t-17N8 
                                      845    Building Fund Statement & Annual 
                                                  Expense Account - N.D. 
                                      846    Financial Pledges - N.D. 
 
    847    Printed Material 1899, 1901, 1930 
 
                                        *Scrapbook - (Baltimore's scrapbook is bound with  
    Indianapolis, Indiana's scrapbook - #933) 
 
 
                                        Bluefield, West Virginia 
 
                                 848    Photograph 
 
 
                                        Brunswick County, Virginia 
 
                                 849    Photograph 
 
 
                                        Boston, Massachusetts 
 
                                 850    History of Boston YMCA - 1901 
                                 851    Published Material - Outlook 1921-1923 
 
 
                                        Buffalo, New York 
 
                                 852    Programs 1931-1932 
                                 853    Published Material - Michigan Ave, Y- Advocate - 1920-1930 
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   Colored Men's Dept. - Cities & Locations 
 
                                                                         
            Box                    Folder 
                Camden, New Jersey 
 
 126-41         854    Clippings 
                                 855    Correspondence 
                                 856    Speech - 1921 
 
 
                                        Charleston, South Carolina 
 
                                 857    Published Material - Manhood 1920 
  
                                                                    Charlotte, North Carolina 
  
   858       Correspondence 1927; and Association Handbooks 
 
                                                                  Chatanooga, Tennessee 
   859        Incomplete Constitution clause - N.D. 
   860        Copy of Deed - 1905 
   861        Photograph 
 
 
                                                                  Chicago, Illinois 
    862        Bulletin - 1927 
   863        Corresnondence 
   864        Chicago  - 1927 
   865         Fifty-give Years YMCA of Chicago - 1913 
   866        The Official  Bulletin - 1922-1924 
   867        Photographs 
   868        Printed MaLerial 
   869        Speeches 
   870        Rosenwald, Julius - Correspondence 
   871       Rosenwald, Julius - Obituary 
   872        Rosenwald Radio Memorial - 1932 
   873        Rosenwald Obituary Clippings -  1932 
 
  126-42      874        Rosenwald, Julius - Drawing 
                                    875        Rosenwald Day 1936 
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   Colored Men's Dept. - Cities & Locations 
 
                                                                         
    Chicago, Illinois 
            Box                    Folder 
 126-42               876        Scrapbook - Building Campaign - 1911 
 
                                                 Cincinnati, Ohio 
   877        Bulletin 
   878        Financial Records 
   879        1921 Conference 
   880        Photographs 
   881        Printed Material 
   882        The. Y Messenger  - 1923-1926 
 
 126-43    883        Scrapbook - Building Campaign - 1913-1916 
  
                                             Cleveland, Ohio 
   884     Clippings - 1926 
                                    885     Financial Records 
                                    836     Printed Report - 1931 
                                    887     Published Material - Cleveland Red Triangle - 1924 
                                    888     Published Material - Cleveland Red Triangle - 1926-27; MT 
                                    889     Published Material - Cleveland Red  Triangle - 1930-1932 
 
 
                                            Columbus, Georgia 
                                    890     Photograph 
 
 
                                            Columbus, Ohio 
              126-44           891     Correspondence 
                                    892     Dedication Remarks 
                                    893     Financial Pledges 
                                    894     Photographs 
                                    895     Printed Material 
                                    896     Published Material   - The Association News - 1919-1922 
                                    897     Published Material - The Association News - 1923-1925 
                                    898     Published Material - Floodlight Columns 1929 
                                    899     Published Material   - The New Era - 1929-1931 
                                    900     Scrapbook - Building Campaign - 1916 
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   Colored Men's Dept. - Cities & Locations 
 
                                                                         
    Dallas, Texas 
 
            Box                    Folder 
 126-44  901     Correspondence 
                                    902     'Printed Material 
 
   Dayton, Ohio 
             126-45          903     Correspondence 
                                   904     Clippings 
                                   905     Printed Material 
                                   906     Scrapbook   Building Campaign 1911 
 
                                           Denver, Colorado 
                                   907     Printed Material 
 
                                           Detroit, Michigan 
                                   908     Correspondence 
                                   909     Financial Records & Correspondence - 1923 
                                   910     Printed Material 
                                   911     Published Material - Detroit Young Men - 1922 
                                   912     Published Material - Raisins    1925 
                                   913     Scrapbook - Building Campaign   1923 
                                               
 
                                           DuPont Company 
                                   914     Constitution & By-Laws 
 
                                           Evanston, Illinois 
                                   915     Financial Pledges 
                                   916     Newspapers transferred to 126-79A 
                                   917     Photographs 
 
                                           Fort Worth, Texas 
                                   918     Report - 1923 
                                   919    Printed Material 
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   Colored Men's Dept. - Cities & Locations 
 
                                                                         
    Hampton, Virginia 
 
            Box                    Folder 
 126-45          920    Printed Material 1900 
 
                                             Harper's Ferry, West Virginia 
 
                                   921    Photographs 
 
                                          Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 
 
                                   922    Penn State College 
                                   923    Published Material - State Work News 1938 
 
                                          Hartford, Connecticut 
 
                                   924    Correspondence & Clippings 
                                   925    Published Material Hartford YMCA 1925 & 1926 
 
                                          Houston, Texas 
 
             126-46          926    Correspondence 
                                   927    Financial Report 
                                   928    Printed Material 
                                   929    Published Material: The Broadcast -1935-1939 
 
                                          Indianapolis, Indiana 
 
                                   930    Budgets 
                                   931    Correspondence 1900 
                                   932    Photographs 
                                   933    Scrapbook - Building Campaign 191-1 AND 
                                            Baltimore, Maryland Building Campaign 1912 
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   Colored Men's Dept. - Cities & Locations 
 
                                                                         
    Kansas City, Missouri 
 
            Box                    Folder 
 126-46           934    By-Laws 
                                   935    Financial Pledges 
                                   936    Legal Deed 
                                   93 7   Photograph 
                                   938    Printed Material 
                                   939    Scrapbook - Building Campaign 1.913 
 
 
                                          Lockland, Ohio 
             126-47          940    Photographs 
                                   941    Speech - 1920 
                                   942    Printed Material - 1920 
 
 
                                          Los Angeles, California 
 
                                   943    History & Printed Material 1924 & 1.926 
                                   944    Photograph 
 
 
                                          Louisville, Kentucky 
 
                                   945    By-Laws 
                                   946    Clippings - 1892 
                                   947    Membership Plan-1906 
                                   948    Printed Material 
                                   949    Program 
                                   950    Speech - 1909 
 
 
                                          Montclair, Crew Jersey 
 
                                   951    By-Laws 
                                   952    Correspondence 1927-1928 
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   Colored Men's Dept. - Cities & Locations 
 
                                                                         
    Nashville, Tennessee 
 
            Box                    Folder 
 126-47           953    Financial Records - 1914 
                                   954    Photographs 
                                   955    Printed Material 
            956     Report 1924 
                                  957     Scrapbook - Building Campaign 1914 
                                                               
 
                                          New Haven, Connecticut 
 
                                  958     Constitution & By-Laws 1889 
 
 
                                          New Orleans, Louisiana 
 
                                  959     Clippings 
                                  960     Printed Material 
 
 
                                          New York, Crew York 
 
                                  961     Association History 1832 
                                  962     Constitution and By-Laws 1866 
                                  963     Constitution and By-Laws - YWCA n.d. 
                                  964     Correspondence 
                                  965     History 1867 
                                  966     Financial Records 
 
            126-48           967     Financial Records - all branches 1938 
                                  968     Press Releases 
                                  969     Printed Material 
                                  970     Speeches 
                                  971     Published Material - The Empire State, 1932-1934 
                                  972     Published Material - N.Y. State Bulletin, 1938-1939 
                                  973     Reports 
                                  974     YWCA - Reports 1924 
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   Colored Men's Dept. - Cities & Locations 
 
                                                                         
    New York, Crew York 
 
            Box                    Folder 
 126-48              975     Scrapbook - Building Campaign - 1913                                          
    YMCA and YWCA 
 
 
   Brooklyn Queens Branch, N.Y 
 126-49       976    Annual Report 1867 
                              977    Constitution  l896 
                              978    Correspondence & History 1901 
                              979    Financial Charts 1915 to 1923 
                              980    Photographs 
                              981    Printed Material 
                              982    Fifty Years in Brooklyn 1853-1903 
                              983    Speeches 
                              984    Printed Materials 
                              985    Building Campaign Scrapbooks 
                              986    Annual Report 1923 
                              987    Annual Report 1924 
                              988    Annual Report 1925-26 
                              989    Agenda of Meetings 1925-38 
                              990    Financial Material 1925 
                              991    50th Anniversary Celebration 1939 
                              992    Seating List, 1936 
                              993    Printed Materials 
                              994    Printed Materials 
                              995    Printed Materials 
 
           126-50       996    Brooklyn Central 1924-32 
                              997    The Forerunner 1926 
                              998    The Y Outlook 1926-30 
                              999    Reports 
                             1000    Survey 
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   Colored Men's Dept. - Cities & Locations 
 
                                                                         
    Carlton Ave Branch, N.Y. 
 
            Box                    Folder 
 126-51        1001    Address    Curtis, Helen 
                              1002    Administration and Program Policy 
                              1003    Agenda of   
                           1004      Moorland Speaking Engagements 
    1005      Bible Lessons Outlines 
   1006      Boys Work Department Policy 
   1007      Building Plans 
   1008      Camp Carlton - History 
   1009      Camp Carlton - Financial State 1925 
   1010      Camp Carlton - Moorland's Notes 
   1011      Camp Carlton - Printed Material 
   1012      Committee Assignments 
   1013      Correspondence l924 
   1014      Correspondence 1925 
   1015      Correspondence 1926-1939 
   1016      Daily Activity Schedules l939 
   1017      Financial Reports 
   1018      Founder's Day l932 
   1019      Meroney Memorial Library 
   1020      Moorland's Notes 
   1021      "The Negro Place in the YMCA" 
   1022      Photographs 
   1023      Press Releases 
   1024      Printed Material 
   1025      Printed Material 
   1026      Printed Material 
   1027      Published Material - The Carlton Broadcaster 
   1028      Published Material - The Bugler l939 
   1029      Published Material - The Carlton Post 1924-l925 
   1030      Published Material - The Y-Chatter 1933-1934  
   1031      Published Material - The Y – Chatter l935-l937                                                                                    
   1032      Published Material - The Y-Chatter 1937-1938 
   1033      Published Material - The Y-Chatter 1939-1940 
   1034      Report – Membership 
   1035      Survey 
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                                           Colored Men's Dept. - Cities & locations 
 
                                           West 135th St. Branch, New York City 
 
             Box                   Folder 
             126-52          1036     Clippings 
                                  1037     Correspondence 
                                  1038     Financial Records 1925 
                                  1039     Printed Material 
 
             126-53          1040     Published Material - The New Sign 1919-1920 
                                  1041    Published Material - The New Sign 1921-1923 
                                  1042    Published Material - The New Sign 1925-1926 
                                  1043     Published Material - The New Sign 1927-1928 
                                  1044     Published Material - The New Sign 1929-1930 
                                  1045     Published Material - The New Sign 1931-1933 
                                  1046     Published Material - The New Sign 1940-1942 
                                  1047     Published Material - The New Sign 1943-1945 
 
 
                                           Norfolk, Virginia 
 
             126-54          1048     Printed Material 1895-1900 
 
                                           Orange, New Jersey 
 
                                  1049     Budget 1902 
                                  1050     Published material - Orange Leaves 1932 
 
 
                                          Petersburg, Virginia 
                                  1051     Printed Material 1899 and 1901 
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    Colored Men's Dept. - Cities & Locations 
 
                                            Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
 
              Box                   Folder 
              126-54          1052     Correspondence 
                                   1054     Printed Material - YMCA Bulletin 1923 
                                   1055     Semi-Annual Report 1937 
                                   1056     Speech 
                                   1057     Scrapbook - Building Campaign -1911 
 
 
                                            Pittsburg, Pennsylvania 
 
                                   1058     Constitution and By-Laws 1866 & 1910 
                                   1059     Correspondence 
                                   1060     Financial Records 
                                   1061     Printed Material 
                                   1062     Speech - 1922 
                                   1063     Scrapbook - Building Campaign - 1916 & 1922 
 
 
                                            Plainfield, New Jersey 
 
                                   1064     Program 
 
 
                                                Portland, Oregon 
 
                                   1065     Printed Material 
 
 
                                            Princeton, New Jersey 
 
                                   1066     Constitution n.d. 
 
 
                                            Richmond, Virginia 
 
             126-55           1067     By-Laws of Saving Bank of Jr. Col.YMCA - 1893 
                                   1068     Printed Material 1890s and 1900s 
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                                             Colored Men's Dept.  Cities & Locations 
 
                                             Sewickley, Pennsylvania 
                                                                     
              Box                     Folder 
              126-55          1069     By-Laws 
 
 
                                                 Springfield, Massachusetts 
 
                                    1070     Camp At Water 1933 
                                    1071     Springfield College 
 
 
                                                Springfield, Ohio 
 
                                    1072     Constitution 
                                    1073     Financial Records 
                                    1074     Printed Material 
 
 
                                             St. .Louis, Missouri 
 
                                    1075     Clippings 
                                    1076     Constitution and By-Laws 1898 
                                    1077     Constitution in German & English 
                                    1078     Correspondence 
                                    1079     Financial Records 
                                    1080     Photographs 
                                    1081     Printed Material 
                                    1082     Report 
                                    1083     Published Material - The Pine Torch 1922-1924 
                                    1084     Published Material - The Pine Torch 1925-1926 
                                    1085     Published Material - The Pine Torch 1927-1931 
                                    1086     Published Material - The Pine Torch 1939-1933 
                                    1087     Published Material - The Pine Torch 1934-1935 
                                    1088     Published Material - The Pine Torch 1936-1937 
             126-56           1089     Published Material - The Pine Torch 1938-1940 
                                    1090     Published Material - St. Louis Red Triangle 1925 
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                                           Colored Men's Dept.      Cities & Locations 
 
                                           St. Louis, Missouri 
 
              Box                   Folder 
              126-56         1091    Scrapbook - Building, Campaign - 1915 
 
 
                                                     Summit, New Jersey 
 
                                   1092    Printed Material 
 
 
                                           Syracuse, New York 
 
                                   1092    Printed Material 
 
 
                                           Syracuse, New York 
 
                                   1093    Printed Material 
 
 
                                           Topeka, Kansas 
 
                                   1094    By-Laws 
 
 
                                           Trenton, New Jersey 
 
                                   1095    Printed Material 
 
 
                                           Tulsa, Oklahoma 
 
                                   1096    Published Material - Tulsa Young Men 1920 
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                                           Colored Men's Dept. Cities & Locations 
 
                                           Washington, D.C. 
 
              Box                   Folder 
              126-56          1097    Building Campaign 1905-1909 
                                   1098    Bowen, Anthony - Biographical Sketch and notes 
                                   1099    Correspondence 
                                   1100    Certificate of Incorporation 1892 
                                   1101    Howard University - History, Constitution, and Printed  
    Material 
   1102      Photographs 
                                    1103      Printed Material - 1890s - 1920s 
                                    1104      Published Material - The Y Emblem - 1940-1940 
 
              126-57           1105      Published Material - by Jones, William H. 
                                    1106      Published Material - Anthony Bowen - notes and Negro  
     History Bulletin, see p. 5 
                                    1107      Scrapbook - Building Campaign        1907-1923 
 
 
                                              Wilmington, Delaware 
 
                                    1108      Program 1939 
 
   
                                               Winston-Salem, North Carolina 
 
                                    1109      Clippings 
                                    1110      Printed Material 
 
 
                                              Youngstown, Ohio 
 
                                    1111      Printed Material 
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                                           Colored Men's Dept.   
                                             Annual Conference Material 
 
              Box                   Folder 
              126-58           1112     1870-1875 
                                    1113      1891-1892 
                                    1114      1894-1895 
                                    1115      1896 
                                    1116      1899 
                                    1117      1900 
                                    1118      1901-1904 
                                    1119      1905-1906 
                                    1120      1908-1909 
                                    1121      Annual State Conference Resolution -1933 
                                    1122      Broadsides, Invitations, Programs - 1900s 
                                    1123      Broadsides, Invitations, Programs - n.d. 
 
 
                                           Building Campaign 
 
   1224   Blank Forms 
                                    1125   Clippings 
                                    1126   Bound Correspondence 1911-1912 
                                    1127   Notes - 1915, 1916, 1922, 1923 
                                    1128   Worker's Rules 
                                    1129   Scrapbook - Daily Reports 1911-1923 
                                    1130   Clippings 
 
             126-59           1131   Financial Statement - 1901 
 
 
                                           History 
 
                                    1132   MSS - "History of Colored Men's Dept." 1919 
                                    1133   MSS - "History of Colored Men's Dept.:1919 &  
    correspondence 
                                    1134   MSS - No title/outline of text/YMCA History 
                                    1135   MSS - "The Association and the Colored Young Man" 
                                    1136   Correspondence - Historical Inquiries 
                                    1137   Correspondence - Historical Inquiries 
                                    1138   Historical Research Notes – 1910 
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                                           Colored Men's Dept.   
                                             History 
 
              Box                   Folder 
              126-59           1139   Historical Notes - Inborden 
                                    1140   Historical Notes 
                                    1141   Manuscript - "Meeting the Challenge" 
                                    1142   Manuscript - 1922 
 
 
                                           Notebooks 
                                    1143   1900 
                                    1144   1912-1914 
                                    1145   1919-1920 
                                    1146   Organizational Outline 
                                    1147   Printed Material 
 
 
                                             Reports 
 
            126-60            1148   1912 
                                    1149   1913 
 
 
                                           Reports 
   1150   1914 
                                    1151   1915 
                                    1152   1916 
                                    1153   1917 
                                    1154   1918 
                                    1155   1919-1922 
                                    1156   1926-1928 
                                    1157   1929 
                                    1158   1932 
                                    1159   1932 
                                    1160   Undated 
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                                           Colored Men's Dept.   
   Reports 
 
              Box                   Folder 
              126-60          1161   1899-1915 - International Committee and Secretaries 
                                    1162   1900 - Reports 
                                    1163   1900 - Notebook 
                                    1164   1900 - Program 
                                    1165   1901 
                                    1166   1902 
                                    1167   1910-11- State and Local 
                                    1168   1923 and 1925 - Minutes 
 
 
                                           Secretarial Letters 
 
             126-61           1169   1906-1907 
                                    1170   1908-1909 
                                    1171   1910-1911 
                                    1172   1912-1913 
                                    1173   1914-1915 
                                    1174   1923-1924 
                                    1175   1925 
                                    1176   1928-1937 
                                    1177   Secretary - Reports N.D. 
                                    1178   Secretarial Institute - 1909 
 
             126-62           1179   Scrapbook     Secretarial Summer Institutes 
                                    1180   Statistics     1898 
                                    1181   Statistics     1905-1907, 1909-1910 
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                                           Colored Men's Dept.   
   Secretarial letters 
 
              Box                   Folder 
              126-62             1182    Statistics 1917, 1919 
     1183    Student Work 
     1181    Tickets 
     1185    Tickets 
 
    William A, Hunton 
   1186         Biographical Information 
   1187         Biographical Sketch 
   1188          Memorial Address 1917 
   1189          Plemorial Service 
   1190          Memorial Service in YMCA Corimunifies 1916-1917 
   1191          Memorial Services in YMCA Printed                                                            
   1192          Memorial Speech 
   1193          Obituary - Printed 
   1194          Editorial Notes - l890s 
   1195          Speech - 1893 
 
 
                                                Correspondence (between Dr. Moorland and Hunton) 
      126-63            1196          1892-1897 
   1197         1898 
   1198          Jan.   -  Mar . 1899 
   1199          Apr.  -   Jun.   1899 
   1200          Jul.  -  Sept   1899 
   1201          Oct.  -  Dec.  1899 
   1202         Jan.  -Mar.  1900 
   1203         Apr. -   Jul.  1900 
   1204         Aug  -   Dec. 1900 
   1205          Jan. -   Mar.  1901 
   1206         Apr. -   Aug.  1901 
   1207          Sept.  -    Dec.1901 
   1208          Jan.  -    Mar. 1901 
   1209          Apr.   -    Jun. 1902 
   1210          Jul.  -   Dec. 1902 
   1211          1903  -   04; 1912-15 
   1212         Jan.-   Sept. 1916 
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                                           Colored Men's Dept  
   William A. Hunton 
 
              Box                   Folder 
              126-63           1213    Other Correspondents on Hunton - 1914 
                                    1214    Other Corresoondents on Hunton - 1915 
                                    1215    Other Correspondents on Hunton - 1915 
                                    1216    Mrs. Addie Hunton's Correspondence - 1907, 1914, 1917 
 
              126-64           1217    Drawing - "Bring Up the African"  1922 
                                    1218    Form Letters 
 
                                            Foreign Work 
                                    1219    Correspondence B to Y 
                                    1220    Fifty-Thousand Dollar Club 
                                    1221    Foreign Flashes 
                                    1222    Foreign Mail 
                                    1223    Gaylord, F.A. 
                                    1224    China & India 
                                    1225    Japan 
                                    1226    Korea 
                                    1227    Poland 
                                    1228    South America 
                                    1229    Printed Material 
 
                                                Max Yergan 
 
                                    1230    History of Appointment 
 
                                            Yergan's Correspondence (between Dr. Moorland and   
     Yergan) 
                                    1231    1916 
                                    1232    1917 
                                    1233    1919 
                                    1234    Jan.  - June 1920 
                                    1235    July  - Dec. 1920 
                                    1236    1921 
                                    1237    Jan.  - June 1922 
                                    1238    Jul.  - Dec. 1922 
                                    1239   1923 
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                                           Colored Men's Dept  
   Yergan's Correspondence (between Dr. Moorland and   
     Yergan) 
 
              Box                   Folder 
 126-65            1240     1925 
   1241     1926 
   1242     1927 
   1243     1928-29 
   1244     1930, 1932-1933 
   1245     Other Correspondents on Africa 1917-1928 
   1246     Moorland's Notes 
 
 
                                                       Max Yergan 
 
                                              1247     African newsclippings 1925-1926 
                                              1248     Clippings 1922-1933 
                                              1249     Financial Contributions to Africa 
                                                             1916-1917, 1920-23 
                                              1250     Manuscripts 
                                              1251     Personal Notes 
                                              1252     Photographs of  YMCA Work in Africa 
                                              1253     Pretoria 1928 
                                              1254     Printed Material - Newsletters 
                                              1255     Printed Material 
                                              1256     Printed Material 
                                              1257     Reports 
                                              1258     The Student Christian Association 
                                                            Newsletter - South Africa 192.2-1928 
                                              1259     Teacher's Christian Association Consti- 
                                                             tution 
                                              1260    Teacher's Christian Association Quarterly 
                                                          1923-26 
                                              1261     Mrs. Max Yergan - "Africa Our Challenge" 
 
 
                                                       International Committee (Wrapped items) 
 
                126-66                   1262     27th International      Convention   - 1887 
                                              1263     28th International      Convention   - 1889 
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   International Committee (Wrapped items) 
              Box                   Folder 
 126-66  1264     29th International Convention   - 1891 
   1265     30 th International Convention   - 1893 
   1266     31st International Convention   - 1895 
   1267     33rd International Convention   - 1891 
   1268     35 th International Convention    - 1904 
   1269    36 th International Convention - 1907 (2 copies) 
                                    1270    37 th International Convention - 1910 (2 copies) 
                                    1271    38 th International Convention - 1913 
                                    1242    40 th International Convention - 1919 
                                    1273    42nd International Convention - 1925 
 
             126-67           1274    International Convention - 1922, 1924-1925, 1931 
                                    1275    Budgets 1919-1923 
                                    1276    Correspondence - 1912-1919 
                                    1277    Correspondence - 1920-1925 
                                    1278    Minutes and Reports - 1915-1920 (Bound) 
                                    1279    Minutes - 1919, 1921 
                                    1280    Proceeding of 29th International Convention - 1891 (cover) 
                                    1281    Minutes – 1st Meeting State Council-1926 
                                    1282    Moorland's Notes - July 1923 
                                    1283    Moorland's Notes - No date 
 
 
                                            National Council 
 
                                    1284    1887-1927 - After 50 Years 
                                    1285    1924 – 1st Meeting 
                                    1286    1925-1938 - Correspondence 
                                    1287    1925- Broadsides 
                                    1288    1925- Financial Report 
                                    1289    1925- Report and Minutes 
                                    1290    1926- Changes in Rules 
                                    1291    1927- 4th Annual Meeting and Reports 
                                    1292    1928- 5th Annual Meeting and Reports 
                                    1293    1929- 6th Annual Meeting and Reports 
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    National Council 
              Box                   Folder 
 126-67  1294    1930- 7th Annual Meeting and Reports                                                 
                                    1295    1931- Constitution and By-Laws and Reports 
                                    1296    Building A Christian Society 
                                    1297    1933 - Budget and Membership Policy 
                                    1298    1935 - Report 
 
            126-68             1299    1936 – 12th Annual Meeting and Reports 
                                    1300    1938 - Report 
                                    1301    1939 – 14th Annual Meeting and Reports 
   1302    Press Releases 
   1303    Printed Material 
   1304    Printed Material 
   1305    Programs 
   1306    Published Material - The Fortnightly 1925-26 
   1307    Published Material - National Council Bulletin - 1934- 
    193? 
   1308    Published Material - The Personal Factor - 1927-1930 
   1309    Published Material - Purpose - 1925-1926 
                                               
                        Pamphlets  
                                      1310    Claudy, Carl H. 
                                      1311    Messer, Wilber L. 
                                      1312    Morse, Richard C. - 1896 
                                      1313    Weindensall, Robert 
                                      1314    Printed Material - 1929 
 
                                                  Programs 
 
                                      1315    College Life - Work 
                                      1316    Eastern Division 
                                      1317    Mississippi Division 
                                      1318    Southwestern Division 
                                      1319    The Three R League 
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    Published Material 
 
             Box                   Folder 
 126-69      1320    The Association College Bulletin 1924-1932 
   1321    Association Finance - 1926, 1928, 1929-30 
   1322    Association Forum - 1924-1926 
   1323    Association Forum - 1927-1928 
   1324    Association Forum - 1929-1930 
   1325    Association Forum - 1931-1939 
   1326    The Broadcaster - 1926 
   1327    Christian Citizenship - 1925 
   1328    The College of Springfield Bulletin 1927-1934 
   1329    Educational Messenger - 1923 
   1330    Financing Social Programs - 1926-19:30 
   1331    The Inter-Collerian Newsletter - 1928-1930 
   1332    The Inquiry - 1926-1929 
 
              126-70          1333    Membership Bulletin - 1926 
                                    1334    Message and Purpose - 1933 
                                    1335    National Physical Education Newsletter - 1938 
                                    1336    New Jersey State Work 1926 
                                    1337    The Potter's Wheel 
                                    1338    The State - 1932 
                                    1339    Student Association Newsletter - 1924-1925 
                                    1340    The World's Youth - 1926 
                                    1341    Young Men formerly Association Men - 1932 
 
 
                                            Published Material - Books 
 
                                    1342    Doggett, L.L. History of the YMCA Vol.  I -1896 
                                    1343    Doggett, L.L. History of the YMCA Vol.  II -19?? 
                                    1344    Morse, Richard C. Fifty Years of Federation - 1905 
                                    1345    Morse, Richard C. History of the North American YMCA –  
     1915 
                                    1346    YMCA. Fifty Years Work Among Young Men 1894 
                                    1347    YMCA. The Jubilee of Work for Young Men in-North  
     America – 19?? 
                                    1348    YMCA. 17 published articles bound in leather - 1889-1886  
     (Wrapped) 
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   G YMCA continued 
 
    Reports 
             Box                   Folder 
             126-71           1349    Orientation Course - 1928 
                                    1350    State Student Council 
                                    1351    Student Work 
                                    1352    World Friendship 
                                    1353    World Mission 
                                    1354    1936 
                                    1355    No date 
                                    1356    Training Centers 
 
 
                                             United War Work Campaign 
                                                                 
                                            Correspondence 
   1357    National Region 
   1358    Central Region 
   1359    Eastern Region 
   1360    Central East Region 
   1361    South 
   1362    Southeast 1/1918-11/1918 
   1363    Southeast 12/1918 to 1919 
 
                                                 United War Work Campaign WWI 
 
                                     1364    Campaign Literature 
                                     1365    Financial Report 
                                     1366    Printed Material 
 
              126-72           1367    Reports 
                                     1368    Reports and Statistics 
                                     1369    Schools 
                                     1370    Schools 
                                     1371    Clippings - Camp Notes 
                                     1372    Clippings - Criticism on 1,TWI 
                                     1373    Clippings - Negro Soldiers 
                                     1374    Clippings - Editorials on V74I 
                                     1375    Clippings - WWI Heroes 
                                     1376    Clippings - WWI - Negroes In 
                                     1377    Clippings - List of Negro Officers 
                                     1378    Clippings - WWI - Negro Units 
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   G YMCA continued 
 
   United War Work Campaign WWI 
 
             Box                   Folder 
             126-72            1379    Clippings - Officers Training Camp, Des Moines, Iowa 
                                     1380    Clippings - Pictures and Maps 
                                     1381    Clippings - Poems 
                                     1382    Clippings - Programs 
                                     1383    Clippings - War Work Campaigns 
 
             126-73            1384    Clippings - WWI 
   1385    Clippings - WWI Work 
   1386    Clippings - Post WWI Work 
   1387    Clippings - Y Secretaries in War Work 
   1388     Outline History of North America YMCA - 1918 
   1389     Handbooks, Prog. Papers - History Syllabus 
 
 
                                H   Oversized Wrapped Items 
          126-74    Genealogical Chart 
 
          126-75                   Certificate - Life Membership in the Association for the Study  
    of Negro Life and History - 1937 
 
          126-76                   Scrapbook - International Jubilee Convention of YMCA,  
    Boston, Mass.1901 
 
         126-77                   Drawing - Financial Drive for Indianapolis, Indiana, Building 
                                           Campaign   2 copies 
 
         126-78                  Blueprint    Statistics of Colored Men's Dept. - 1920 
 
         126-79                 Posters - Roster of YMCA Secretaries of the National War Work  
    Council at Camp Travis, San Antonio, Texas;  
    Advertisement for 20th Annual YMCA Conference, 1921 
 
         126-79A             Newspaper ad for Teachers' and Students' Christian Assoc.   
    Annual Conference, 1922; The Evanston News Nov. 7, 9,  
    15, 1910 issues. 
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   I    Photographs and Negatives 
 
         Box    Folder 
     Photographs 
        126-80    1390     Photographs - Moorland - individual 
  1391     Moorland and Johnson, Mordecai 
  1392     Moorland and others 
  1393     Moorland, Jesse and Lucy and places - (Printed from Glass  
    Negatives) 
  1394     Moorland, Jesse and Lucy and other plus unidentified  
    (negatives and photos are together)\ 
  1395    Identified Individuals 
  1396    YMCA 
  1397    YMCA - activities 
  1398    YMCA - Photo Album 
 
                                            Negatives 
          126-81 1399    Moorland - individual 
  1400    Moorland and others 
  1401    Moorland's library 
  1402    YMCA 
  1403    Unidentified 
  1404    Unidentified 
  1405    Unidentified 
  1406    Unidentified 
  1407    Unidentified 
 
                          Glass Slides - FRAGILE DO NOT CIRCULATE 
 
                                            Dr. Moorland and others 
 126-82   1. Dr. Moorland   and group of men 
   2. Dr. Moorland   and group of men 
   3. Dr. Moorland   and group of men 
   4. Dr. Moorland   and group of men 
   5. Dr. Moorland   and large group of men around   camp fire 
   6. Dr. Moorland   and other - 1st Sect. Conference   - Hampton,  
    VA. 1900 
   7. Dr. Moorland   and others – Building Campaign -   Kansas City,  
    MO. 1907 
   8. Dr. Moorland   and large group of men 
   9. Dr. Moorland   and group of men - Spring St. 
  
    Identified Individuals 
   10. Arthur, George - Baltimore 1900 
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   I    Photographs and Negatives continued 
 
         Box    Folder 
    Glass Slides - FRAGILE DO NOT CIRCULATE 
   Identified Individuals 
        126-82 11. Bowen, Anthony 
  12. Brown, Henry E. 
  13. Chase, Mr. - an ex-slave gave $500 to Wash., D.C. 1907 
  14.  Eato, E.V.C. - delegate Toronto, Canada 
  15.  Ferguson, H.L. - Supt.    Newport Shipping Yds.  N.N., Va. 
  16.  Hall, W.S.    Alaska., D.C. 1908 
  17.  Hardie, J.    May 1908 
  18.  Lassiter, Thomas - Atlantic City, N.J. - gave $1000.00 
  19.  Neely, T.B. - Secretary of LaBrea 
  20.  Roosevelt, Theodore Pres. – 1908 Cornerstone 
  21.  Rosenwald, Julius 
  22.  Williams, George Sir 
  23.  (6 portraits on one slide): 
   A. - ? 
   B.  Mrs. Daisy K. Merchant of Cincinnati, Ohio gave 81200 
   C.  Mr. Thomas Troy of L.A., Calif. gave $1000 
   D.     ? 
   E.  Mr. Thomas Lassiter of Atlantic City, N.J. gave $1000 
   F.  Mr. James Tilgham of Chicago, Ill.. gave $1000 
 
                                          Unidentified Individuals 
  24.  Unidentified  man 
  25.  Unidentified  man 
  26.  Unidentified  man 
  27. Unidentified  man 
  28.  Unidentified  man 
  29.  Unidentified  man 
  30.  Unidentified  man 
  31.  Unidentified  man 
  32.  Unidentified  man 
  33.  Unidentified  man 
  34.  Unidentified  man 
  35.  Unidentified  boy 
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                          I   Photographs and Negatives continued 
 
   Glass Slides - FRAGILE DO NOT CIRCULATE 
   Identified YMCA Buildings 
 
             Box                  Folder 
             126-82                  36.  Bluefield, West Virginia - 1904 
                                          37.  Columbus, Georgia - Building, Site 
                                          38.  Columbus, Georgia - Building 1907 
                                          39.  Kansas City, Mo. - Building 
                                          40.  Kentucky Building 
                                          41.  New York, N.Y. - Carleton Ave, Branch 
                                          42.  Norfolk, VA. 1st Bldg. ever erected for Colored Men 1904 
                                          43.  Philadelphia, PA.  S.N. Branch Building 
                                          44.  Pittsburg, PA. 
                                          45.  Washington, D.C. Front Door 
                                          46.  Washington, D.C. 
 
                                          Unidentified YMCA  Building 
                                          47.  Unidentified  Building 
                                          48.  Unidentified  Building 
                                          49.  Unidentified  Building 
                                          50.  Unidentified  Building 
                                          51.  Unidentified  Building 
                                          52.  Unidentified  group of men 
                                          53.  Unidentified  group of men 
                                          54.  Unidentified  portraits (3) of men 
                                          55.  Unidentified  group 
                                          56.  unidentified  group 
                                          57.  Unidentified  group 
                                          58.  Unidentified  man and woman 
                                          59.  Unidentified  group of boys 
                                          60.  Unidentified  group of men on a porch 
                                          61.  Unidentified  men (2) inside of building 
                                          62.  Unidentified  group 
                                          63.  Unidentified  group 
                                          64.  Unidentified  group 
                                          65.  Unidentified  men (6) at a table 
                                          66.  Unidentified  group 
                                          67.  Unidentified  group 
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                                  I Photographs and Negatives continued 
 
                                          Glass Slides - FRAGILE DO NOT CIRCULATE 
                                          Unidentified Groups 
             Box                  Folder 
             126-82                  68.  Unidentified portraits (2) - men 
                                          69.  Unidentified group at Storer College 
 
                                          YMCA - General 
 
                                          70.  LOGO 
                                          71.  Drawing - Nashville, Tennessee 
                                          72.  Financial Scale 
                                          73.  Financial Scale 
                                          74.  Financial Scale 
 
                                          YMCA - Activities 
 
                                          75.  Band 
                                          76.  Basketball team 
                                          77.  Basketball team - Champion 1915-1916 - Carleton tae Br. 
      N.Y. 
                                          78.  Basketball team - Washington, D.C.1909-1910 
                                          79.  Basketball game 
                                          80.  Bowling 
                                          81.  Camera Club - Brooklyn, N.Y. 
                                          82.  Dining Hall 
                                          83.  Industrial Night at Col. YMCA -- N.Y. 
                                          84.  Mandolin Club - Baxton, Pa., 
                                          85.  Mechanical Engineering 
                                          86.  Music Class or Group 
                                          87.  Orchestra - Carleton Ave. Branch, N.Y. 
                                          88.  Physical Education 
                                          89.  Physical Education 
                                          90.  Physical Education 
                                          91.  Physical Education 
                                          92.  Physical Education 
                                          93.  Physical Education 
                                          94.  Physical Education 
                                          95.  Reading in Men's Dorm 
                                          96.  Reading Student - (old method of teaching) 
97.  Recreation - Playing Pool-
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                                        I   Photographs and Negative continued  
 
                                               Glass Slides - FRAGILE DO NOT CIRCULATE 
 
                                               YMCA - Activities 
               Box                      Folder 
               126-82   98.   Shower Bath Area 
    99.   Swimming 
    100.  Swimming 
    101.  Tennis 
    102.  Volleyball 
    103.  Washington's Boy's Hike - 1916 
 
 
                                               Newport News, Virginia 
                                               104.  Secretary's Office - Newport News,VA. 
                                               105.  Rivet lav - Newport News, VA. 
                                               106. ______ Club, Newport News, VA. 
                                               107. Signing up for work in Newport News,   VA. 
 
                                               World War I 
 
                                               108.  Group of Soldiers - W.W.I. 
                                               109.  Unidentified Soldier w/metals -W.W.I. 
 
 
                                               Other Subjects 
 
                                               110.  Boy Jesus 
                                               111.  Jesus Weeping O'er the City, (color) 
                                               112.  Jesus and Printed Hymn – “Love to tell the Story” 
                                               113.  Illuminated "Onward Christian Soldiers" 
                                               114.  “Breaking ... Ties” 
                                               115.  YMI Drugstore (color) 
                                               116.  Daley's Theatre Bldg. - by DeWitt Wheeler - N.Y.  
     c.1906 
                                               117.  Old Time Negro Musician 
                                               118.  “Stripes but no Star” - chain gang working on railroad 
                                               119.  Writing - illegible 
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                                                I   Photographs and Negatives (cont'd) 
 
                                                          Glass Slides - Howard University 
                                                             FRAGILE DO NOT CIRCULATE 
 
                  Box                           Folder 
                  126-83                   #3       Gen. O.O. Howard - Founder (and.) Dr. Mordecai  
      Johnson - President 
                                                 #4     "Originally intended to provide intelligent religious  
      leadership for a race..." (cracked) 
                                                 #7       "With pick and shovel the early students laid out  
      walks and planted trees..." 
                                                 #8       The Long Walk 
                                                 #9       Chapel - Main Building - Clarke Hall "Early  
      Buildings were constructed with aid..." 
                                                #10       "A New Building Era Occurred in 1909..." 
                                                #11l      "Realizing that a modern university demands  
      competent teachers..." 
                                                #12       Home Economic Building 
                                                #13       Gymnasium and Stadium Swimming Pool   
      (cracked) 
                                                #14       School of Medicine Bldg. 
                                                #15       "The University consists of nine schools and  
      colleges 
                                                #16       "College of Liberal Arts.   (cracked) 
                                                #18       Students in Chemistry Laboratory 
                                                #19       Advance Accounting Laboratory 
                                                #20       Class in Business Management (cracked) 
                                                #21       Shoulder Stand - Physical Education (cracked) 
                                                #22       Pyramiding - Physical Education (Boys) 
                                                #23       "College of Education..." 
                                                #24       Practice Teaching 
                                                #25       Education Broadcast (cracked) 
                                                #26       "College of Applied Science..." 
                                                #27       Architectural Drafting Room, 
                                                #29       University Art Gallery (school children on tour) 
                                                #30       Class in Design (cracked) 
                                                #31       Surveying - Civil Engineering 
                                                #32       Electrical Engineering - Load Test 
                                                #33       Mechanical Engineering - Power Plants 
                                                #34      Home Economics - Food Chemistry (cracked) 
                                                #65       Class in Costume Design 
                                                #36      "School of Music offers courses leading to the  
      degree..." 
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                                                I   Photographs and Negatives (cont'd) 
 
                                                          Glass Slides - Howard University 
                                                             FRAGILE DO NOT CIRCULATE 
 
 Box     Folder 
 126-83                    #37       The University Choir 
         #38    A Student of Voice 
    #39    Graduate Division, organized in 1928 
    #41    Bureau of Educational Research 
    #42    "School of Religion, an interdenominational  
      theological seminary...tv 
    #43    A class in the School of Religion (cracked) 
    #44    School of Religion Library 
    #45    "School of Law, approved by the American Bar  
      Examination..." (cracked) 
    #46    Moot Court in Law School 
    #47    School of Law Library (cracked) 
    #48    College of Medicine (cracked) 
    #49    A portion of Freedmen's Hospital Out Patient Clinic  
      (in Dyson p.266) 
    #50    Library of the College of Medicine and Students at  
      Work in Bacteriology  (cracked) 
    #51    "College of Dentistry, organized 1882..." (cracked) 
    #52    The College of Dentistry Students at Work in Oral  
      Anatomy 
    #53    Varsity Football Squad 
    #55    "Galenical & Manufacturing laboratory (and)  
      Laboratory for Pharmaceutical Chem.  Food  
      & Drug Analysis 
    #56    Pharmacy Students in Laboratory 
    #57    "The normal enrollment of students is 2,600 from 42  
      states..." 
    #58    "Extra-Curricular activities include..." 
    #59    "College of Pharmacy offers..." 
    #60    Varsity Basketball Squad 1932-1933 
    #61    Intramural Track Meet (note shows correction –  
      Hockey - Women's Dept. Phys.) (cracked) 
    #62    Men's Glee Club 
    #64    "The Twentv-Year Plan..." 
    #65    Women's Residence Area (Dyson p.425) 
    #66    Proposed Chemistry Building 
    #67    Educational Class Room Bldg. 
                                   #68   Proposed Library (Founders) (cracked) 
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                                    I   Photographs and  Negatives continued  
 
                                            Glass Slides - Howard University 
                                              FRAGILE  DO NOT CIRCULATE 
             Box                   Folder 
             126-83  #69    Proposed Development of Plant 
   #70    "A University in fact..." (Finis) 
   #71      Women's Glee Club (cracked) 
                                   #72      Miner Hall in a muddy field (cracked) 
                                   #73     "School of Engineering & Architecture..." 
                                   #74      May Day Celebration 
                                   #75     "The enrollment of students for 1935-36 
                                   #76      Architecture - Modeling 
                                   #77      Medical Faculty of 1869 (In Dyson p.426 +) 
                                   #78      Portion of Physics Lab.    cracked) 
                                   #79      "The University consists of nine schools & colleges..."  
     (should be #2) 
                                   #80     "Howard University conceived in a prayer meeting..."  
     (should be #1) 
                                   #81      ROTC Unit at H.U. (cracked) 
 
                                            Oversized Photographs 
                                              FRAGILE DO NOT CIRULATE 
                                   Item No. 
            126-84            1408     YMCA War Work School Camp, Taylor, KY. 1919  
     (Interracial group) 
                                   1409     YMCA Bldg. 150, Camp, Taylor, KY 
                                   1410     Camp Meade, Admiral Maryland 
                                   1411     YMCA Cabinet, Tuskegee 1919 
                                   1412     Unidentified location - large group of Colored Troops in  
     front of YMCA bldg. 
                                   1413     Young Negro Boys of Atlanta Baptist College N.D. 
                                   1414     Dr. Moorland, et. al. - large group of young boys & men –  
     taken in KY - copy 1 
                                   1415     Dr. Moorland, et. al. - large group of young boys & men –  
     taken in KY - copy 2 
                                   1416     Unidentified interracial military group - 1917 
                                   1417    407th Labor Reserve Battalion - Camp Lee, VA.  Aug. 1918 
                                   1418     French Independence Celebration - Camp Zachary Taylor,  
     KY - July 14, 1.918 
    1419     YMCA Secretaries Camp Green, N.C. 
      Nov. 30, 1918 
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